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 26 t h -30 t h  A u g u s t ,  2019

A NEW LEARNING

EXPERIENCE
 

 



26TH
AUG

09:00 HRS
MEET US @:
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
7 CLARE ST.,
DUBLIN 2
 



27th - 30th August

Meeting Point:

Molly Malone statue 

St Andrew s Church

Suffolk Street, Dublin 2

 

09:45 am

Each day after meeting at our assembly point you will be

accompanied to your 'English through Drama' course

tailored to enable  and arm you with all appropriate tools

that will help you during your stay and will last a lifetime. 

 

Charlie Hughes will be your tutor who will guide you

through this magnificent trip of cohesion, effectiveness,

positivism, self-awareness, confidence and

communication. 

 

The workshop is carried in a fun and interactive manner.

 

Please see and enjoy our carefully prepared 'English

Through Drama 'Agenda specially designed for you:

English through drama venue:
The Gaiety School of Acting, Essex Street West,Temple Bar Dublin 8



Venue:
The Gaiety School of Acting, Essex Street West,Temple Bar Dublin 8







P R O G R A M M E

SOCIAL & CULTURAL AFTERNOON

Prepared for

26th - 30th August

 
Monday 26th in the pm

 a date with Dublin: 

Let´s discover your new home town together!



 

Tuesday 27th in the pm, 

 

 

a fun trip through history:

 

 

Come on an adventure :See Dublin's tallest Cathedral,

unearth stories about our old medieval city and Viking

heritage, spot Dublin's iconic skyline feature, the Spire, all

before splashing into the Grand Canal Basin to uncover

U2's recording studios! Most of all, learn how to roar like a

true Viking! 





Wednesday 28th in the pm, 

 

 

 

Find Clues , Solve Puzzles, ESCAPE!

Welcome to an immersive adventure game. Students  are “locked”

in a heavily themed or decorated room with other participants and

have to use elements of the room to solve a series of puzzles, find

clues, and escape the room within a set time limit.

 

GET LOCKED IN FOR 60 MINUTES

You and your team have 60 minutes to find your way out of the

room.



Baker Street Mystery
Baker Street Mystery challenges players to solve a murder mystery
while attempting to dismantle the notorious Baker Street Five, a
high-profile gang  
Groups up to 18 people will work together to solve problems,
uncover clues, and crack codes in order to progress as a team.
Teamwork is critical to succeeding! Games are challenging and
very mentally stimulating, but don’t require physical exertion. Each
room has a theme, so the atmosphere is fun and full of thrills – 
Escape games are exciting, intellectual, and unique.
 
How the Escape Room experience benefits the team:
The Escape Room goes beyond the cubicle with fun team building
exercises that stimulate creative thought, synergy, and efficiency in
the workplace. Through a myriad of puzzles, hidden clues and
mind games, teams will be encouraged to rely on each others’
individual strengths to succeed.
 



 

Thursday 29th in the pm - Dublinia 

 

 

 

Go back in time in Dublin! See for yourself what life was like

onboard a  warship. Learn of their long and challenging voyages,

their weaponry and the skills of being  warrior.

Try on warrior clothes, become a slave (watch those heavy

chains) and stroll down a noisy street. Visit a smokey and

cramped Viking house, learn the Viking runic alphabet and hear

their poetry and sagas. Enjoy the myths and learn of the

mysteries surrounding  their legacy.



Friday 30th in the pm, 

 

 

 

This linear walk takes you from Bray to Greystones along the stunning

coastal path. 

 

This is a very enjoyable walk in a spectacular coastal setting linking Bray

and Greystones. It brings you around the side of Bray Head above the

railway line and rocky coastline on a path which is a bit rough in places,

with a steep climb at the Bray end. Views both up and down the coast are

breath-taking. Greystones has plenty to offer the hungry walker after

beautiful views and a range of marine wildlife.  From Bray start, there is a

path leading to the top of Bray Head offering stunning views of the Irish

Sea, The Wicklow Mountains and Bray.

Grade: Moderate, the route is marked with Red arrows.

 

CLIFFWALK
GREYSTONES

BRAY
 



it is
saturday

AND
FINALLY�

UNIFORM:

Your family will take you to pick up your uniform at

a time of their convenience. If you have done it

already Saturday is for you to enjoy, make plans

with your family and new friends. 

 

SCHOOL BOOKS:

You will be able to go with you host family to pick

up the school material required out of your booklist.  

To purchase your schoolbooks you must start

school first, on your first day you will be given your

time table . Now you are ready to purchase your

school books.   Further information on how to

proceed with purchasing your school books will be

given during orientation in Dublin and by your local

coordinator if you are outside Dublin. 

 

 


